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2017 Greetings and News

Greetings all. Here's some news.
We have 2 new great product ranges on board. Number one ,in more ways
than one , Gu Energy Gels have long been thought of as one of the best brands
around - one of the originals ,they are a maltodextrin and fructose mix and pack
100 calories in each - in a great range of flavours  - here. At £25.95 for a box of
24 it's a whole £12 cheaper even than the Wiggly-one !
We also have bought in the Torq bar range (gels soon) - all certified Fairtrade ,
with the Mango flavour soil certified Organic .
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We also have fresh stock of the increasingly popular Dorset Flapjack - at 120g
of Oats they are ideal for powering through those longer ride workouts!

 

As a January offer we have a free
Bikenut Keyring (plus bottle opener)

with all orders over £35! All important
for that post ride refreshment.

As we kick into the New Year and season please do take the opportunity to
gain free points and £ on the Bikenut website.  We have set ourselves up to
favour existing and return custom - all friend referrals , shares , purchases etc
earn you points and discounts  - if you refer just one friend you will earn 200
points and will likely qualify for a £5 discount, refer 3 friends and you will get
£10 off your next order. Plus , in all referral instances, your friend gets a 10%
discount too !

Get that free nutrition by these actions !



           

Wishing you all a great 2017 year on 2 wheels,

..Happy Biking!

BikeNut Team
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